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A c c o u n ta n t a c c u se d o f
e m b e z z lin g A S I f u n d s
P u b lic Safety files
co m p la in t against
tru ste d em ployee

.

By Lisa M. Hansen
Doily Assistant Mnnnging [ditoi

A former ASI accountant has
been accused of allegedly embez
zling large amounts of student
money, according to Cal Poly
Public Safety otTicials.
Director of Public Safety Joe
Risser said Susan K. Pierce, an
administrative accountant of 25
years, is the subject of a com
plaint filed last Friday by Public
Safety at the District Attorney’s
Office.
Pierce abruptly resigned after
she was confronted in May about
the alleged manipulation of a
small amount of funds, said Cal
Poly Police Chief Tom Mitchell.
He said the ASI accounting stafT
discovered the alleged embezzle
ment after reviewing accounts
handled by Pierce.
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Gunman violently kills
rising Mexican official
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By John Rico
Associoted Press
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Students scurry across campus Wednesday morning to escape the downpour / Dally photo by Juan Martinez

MEXICO CITY — A young
man assassinated a key official of
Mexico’s ruling party Wednes
day, rocking a country already
buffeted by a turbulent year of
violence and rebellion.
Jose Francisco Ruiz Massieu,
secretary-general of the Institu
tional Revolutionary Party (PRI),
was shot in the neck after get
ting into his car following a
breakfast at a downtown hotel.
Shattered glass from the pas
senger side window was strewn

As the National Weather Ser
vice on Wednesday issued a
flash flood warning for the areas
scorched by the summer’s blaze.
Cal Poly students were busy
dodging puddles and lightning
on their way to class.
“I didn’t expect the ram, but
it’s pretty cool,” said social
science senior Rick Gonzalez. “I
have to figure out where all the
halls go here to stay out of the
rain.”

The weather service’s Santa
Maria office issued a flash flood
warning Wednesday morning
for the mountains of northern
San Luis Obispo County.
The weather service’s radar
showed heavy showers and
thunderstorms pounding the
area that just months ago was
burned by the Highway 41 fire
north of Cuesta Grade.
Rain was reported to be fall
ing at rates up to one inch per
hour, which prompted the flood
warning. The warning stayed in

effect until noon Wednesday.
Of particular concern in the
northern areas of the county
were Tassajara Canyon and the
areas around Atascadero Creek
and upper Morro Creek.
Cuesta Grade was closed for
a few hours Wednesday after
noon due to a five car collision
but was reopened shortly after 5
p.m., according to a California
Highway Patrol spokesperson.
There were no reports of in
juries or fatalities at press time.
See STORM, page 16

on the busy Paseo do la Reforma
boulevard.
A bank guard tackled the gun
man and turned him over to
police. Officials did not im
mediately identify the darkhaired man or give a motive lor
what President Carlos Salinas de
Gortari described as “a hideous
crime.”
“This IS a day of mourning for
PRIistas. This is a day of mourn
ing for all Mexicans,” said Presi
dent-elect Ernesto Zedillo.
The killing shocked officials
See MEXICO, page 2

INSIDE TODAY'S M U STA N G DAILY

G lo o m y skies d u m p rain on S L O
By Mike Stapler
Doily Staff Wiilei

An audit and investigation
into the matter is ongoing, ac
cording to Public Safety Inves
tigator Mike Kennedy. He said
the investigation has progressed
to reveal that a “sizable amount”
of ASI money has been mi.sdirected over a period of years.
A.SI officials declineil to commeni.
“Because of the nature of the
situation, all questions are being
directed to (Public S.jfety),” said
Polly Harngan, ASI executive
director.
Mitchell said ASI has chosen
•his route of action because “it
, uts ASI in a position of liability
if anything printed is inaccurate
or unproven.
“A lot of people felt very close
to this individual. There are a lot
of personal feelings intertwined
See EMBEZZLEMENT page
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Haitian lawmakers return home
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By David Beard
Associated Piess
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PORT-AU-PRINCE. Haiti —
Haitian lawmakers cast aside
years of fear to reunite Wednes
day and try to build a democratic
society.
Ten lawmakers had ended
their exile just hours earlier,
flown in on a U.S.-chartered jet
liner and guarded by the
American military force at the
seaside Legislative Palace.
At least 3,000 jubilant wellwishers cheered as vans carried
the legislators toward the white
colonnaded parliament building,
which was sealed ofT by concer
tina wire and 600 American sol
diers armed with assault
weapons.
The politicians met Wednes
day in hopes of forging an agree
ment on amnesty for the military
leaders who ousted President
Jean-Bertrand Aristide in a
bloody coup three years ago. Am
nesty for the coup and the
human rights abuses that fol
lowed was part of a Sept. 18 deal

between the ruling junta and an
American delegation led by
former President Jimmy Carter.
U.S. officials have strongly
backed an amnesty to defuse
violence by desperate Haitian
soldiers.
Several of the returning law
makers hugged friends who
greeted them as they stepped off
a green-and-white Boeing 737
jetliner from Miami.
“We don’t want (army chief
Raoul) Cedras! It is Aristide we
want!” the crowd sam:.
“We are happy about the am
nesty bill ... These guys can
finally leave and we can go on,”
said one well-wisher, Nene Dordilus.
Before they left for Haiti on
Wednesday, several of the
returning lawmakers said they
opposed granting the military
rulers amnesty, but would go
along with it in order to restore
the elected government to Haiti.
Human rights groups have

blamed soldiers and army-back
ed gunmen for the deaths of
about 3,000 people since tlio
1991 coup.
“Personally I think amnesty is
an immoral act, but one of the
conditions of the return of Presi
dent Aristide is the amnesty. So
we’re going to do the sacrifice ”
said F’ritz Robert St. Paul, an ex
iled deputy, before departing
from Miami International Air
port.
Fifty-four of 79 deputies ana
11 of 17 senators attended the
parliament session, giving botli
houses a quorum for the first
time since fisticuffs broke up "a
session in January. U.S. Ambas
sador William Swing was among
the foreign diplomats in atten
dance.
Lawmakers disagreed on how
broad an amnesty to grant
Several pro-Aristide legislators
supported a political amnesty,
but not exoneration for blood
shed.
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an hour after the shooting.

still recovering from the March
23 assassination of PRI Mexican
presidential candidate Luis
Donaldo Colosio, shot at a
Tijuana campaign rally. Zedillo
won the Aug. 21 presidential
election and takes power Dec. 1.
Both Zedillo and Salinas were
at the Hospital Español where
Ruiz Massieu, his shirt ripped
open and soaked with blood, was
rushed after the shooting. Doc
tors said Ruiz Massieu had no
pulse on arrival and was
pronounced dead at 10:30 a.m.,

Deputy Attorney General
Mario Ruiz Massieu, the slain
man’s brother, announced the
death. He is in charge of
prosecuting drug traffickers for
the federal attorney general’s of
fice, which has the suspected
gunman in custody.
Drug traffickers are accused
of murdering Roman Catholic
Cardinal Juan Jesus Posadas
Ocampo in a case of mistaken
identity at the Guadalajara air
port in May 1993.

The assassination of Ruiz
Massieu, No. 2 in the ruling
party, jolted Mexico just as the
country appeared to be settling
down after months of violence
and political turbulence.
Despite the Mayan Indian
movement uprising in southern
Mexico that began New Year’s
Day, the PRI, which has
governed Mexico since 1929, was
able to gain 50 percent of the
vote in the national election
Widely feared post-electoral
violence failed to materialize.
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A Thursday Night Tradition

10 pm - Close
$1.50 Drafts
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Fridays And Saturdays
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Home of the TW O buck Breakfast
Nightly Dinner Specials
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Intercity Bus Service
between the cities
of San Luis Obispo and
Santa Maria.
Route 14— Limited Stops
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125 Years o f T r a d itio n
Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Saturday,

Tri-Tip BBQ
Mott Gym Lawn 5-8
Casino Night
Staff Dining Room 6-9
Knight Vision
Sandwich Plant 6-9
Pizza 6c Bowling
McPhees at U.U. 6-9
Smoker 6:30-9:30

CUP AND SAVE

Servicing
A llan H a n c o c k C o lle g e -S a n ta M aria Tow n C e n ter-N ip o m o
A rroyo G ra n d e-P ism o B e a c h -S a n Luis O bispo-C al Poly
N o r t h b o u n d (Santa Maria to San Luis Obispo)

...........................................AM ........ PM ......PM

AXQ Sorority House

S O U t h b O U n d (San Luis to Santa Maria)

Santa María
12:15
1218
12:25
12 31

315
318
3 25
3:31

Nipomo Recreation Center (P-n-R Lot) 6 43

12 43

3 43

Cal Poly Campus Lw....................... 7.JL5.
Osos St/Palm SI Government Center 7 43
SLO AMTRAK Station
7 47
So Higuera/Souin Ave Greyhound Stn 7 52
101 & LOS OSOS VALLEY ROAD 7 57

12 48
12 55 ,

3 48
3 55

G & E Intormalion Center
p,ce ST /Hinds Ave

Nipomo

OCTALPLUS

............................. ...............................
Obispo

Santa Mana Greyhound Bus Station Lw. 615
Town Center Transit Terminal
618
Allan Hancock College ................... 6 25
Sania Maria AmtrakBus/MarianHospital6 31

Los Berros/Thompson Road
Halcyon/EI Camino Real (P-n-R Lot)

6 48
6 55

Pali sai r r T ffn in !!- 9 !n
8 08
2 08
5 4?

Arroyo Grande
PG &^E^n^mmatm
^™
iRpn^o nMi v r
P G & E Information Center..................
(Request ONLY)*
Call 541-CCAT for pick up

San Luis Obispo

HWY 101 & LOS OSOS VALLEY RD
711
111
411
So Higuera/Souih Ave Greyhound Stn 716
116
4 16
SLO Amtrak Station....................... 7 20 ........ 1 20
4 20
Osos St/Palm St Government Ctr Ar
4 24
Osos St /Palm St Government Ctr Lw.. 7 24
1 24
4 52
Cal Poly Campus Ar ...................... 7:32 ....... 1 32 ...... 5 00
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Santa Maria Amtrak Bus/Marian Hosp Ar.9 00
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With an Apple Computer Loan, it^ now easier than ever to buy a Macintosh* personal
computer. In fact, with Apple’s special low interest and easy terms, you can own a Mac' for
as little as $23 per month.’ Buy any select Macintosh now, and you’ll also get something no
other computer offers; the Apple student software set. It includes a program designed to help
you with all aspects of writing papers. A personal organizer/calendar created specifically for

5 48
5 55

227

601

2 42
2 45
2 52
3 00

6 16
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6 26
6 34

Santa Maria Zone
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CENTRAL COAST
AREA TRANSIT

2 14
2 21

N i^ m o

'Call 541- COAT to schedule pick up or tell driver that you wish this slop
FARE 75e one zone, 2 5 j each additional zone DAILY PASS $3 00 unlimited rides. Rie 14

COMPUTERS • PRINTERS • SOFTWARE
GAMES • CD'S • HARDWARE
NETWORKING • PERIPHERALS

138 SOUTH ST • SAN LUIS OBISPO

5U8
5 16
5 20
5 25
5 30

Arroyo Grande

COMPUTER
OUTLETSTORE

FREE DELIVERY & SETUP
IN SLO COUNTY

135
1 43
1 47
1 52
1 57

MaankxiPrrfoma' 6364/250,
Applt Color Plus I f Diflay. .ippleDesigrf
KeyinanIand mouse.

NadntoAPtifonna 6368/250
udb CD ROM. AppleColor flus I f Diiplayi
AppMksign Keyboardand mouM.

Only $1,419 00. Or about $23 a month, f

Only $1,699.00. Or about $28 a m o n th f

students (the only one of its kind). And the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line
resources for researching your papers. It even includes ClarisVi’orks, an integrated package
complete with database, spreadsheet, word processing software and more. All at special
low student pricing. With an offer this good, it’s the best time ever to a
discover the power every student needs. The power to be your best? i i p p i t

thmughit.

For more information visit

El Corral Bookstore Computer Department
Hours: Mon-Thur, 7:45am - 6:00pm; Fri, 7:45am - 4:30pm;
Sat, 10:00am - 3:00pm
VUiile Supplies Last
ir cams October n. 1994:atmUihle only whle supplies Iasi 01994 Affile Computer. Inc All nghts reseriid Apple, the Apple logo. Uacmlnsh Perfnmaamt Piepouer lobe )vur hesi art registerr,/lra,lemarh.<of.AppleCcmpuler Me .AfpleDesign and .Uacare Irtutcnuiris ofApple Computer. Inc
/rtriblib a a regtOerfdtrademark ofClan Coiporahon Monthlypepment a an estimate hosedon an .Apple Computer Loan cf
$9fjr the Performa 636 and tl 79'HSfor the Prrfnrma 6J6 u ilh CP ROM
shouv ahmr tJ3 per month e an estimah- basedm an ,Apf4eComputer Loan
11485 7! for a lyrforma 636 system Paces and loan amounts are subject to change uUhout nohee Set your Apple Campus Reseller or rrpresmlatuefor current system paces A 55\ loan oagmahon fee usU be ad id to the requesUil loan amount The interest rale it ranabU. based on tb
mettrcsalptctr rateplus 5JSV For the month ofAugust 1994. the mttrrsi fair uas 1010%. u Ohan APRof II36% S-yeartoan termusth noprepament penalty Pit montNy payment shown acames no deferment ofpancipal or inlere.st 'itudmts nun ileferpancypatpayments up to 4years or
•ilgiaduahon Ddarnent Mill change your monthlypaymenls TheApplr Computer Loan a suhficl lo crrdil approial
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North Forty
Straight talk about veal /

A'eri Greenberg
Veal calf raising is an emotional issue, fueled by a com
bination of misinformation and actual activity to which
humans have a hard time relating.
I’ll call it a sensitivity issue. Veal ranchers are faced
daily with animal rights activists repeating “informa
tion," like the following anecdote, about how veal calves
are raised.
Recently, I heard someone claim that veal calves, at
one time, were cut off at the legs so they could not move
around and would fatten quickly.
Logic alone proves the absurdity of this idea. Cutting
off the legs of calves would serve as an infection center,
and antibiotics which might control such infection are
regulated heavily. In addition, such trauma would cause
massive depression in any animal and weight loss, rather
than gain, would be the result.
The controversy over and lack of demand for veal meat
makes veal calf raising such a problem that Cal Poly does
not produce veal.
Much of the protest revolves around the housing and
diet of the calves. So to dispel any further fabrications, I
cite the following facts, released by Carolyn Stull, Ph.D.
of University of California, Davis;
• Veal is the meat obtained from immature cattle carcas
ses (usually less than 20 weeks old).
• Calves are usually transported to the veal producer
within the first week of life.
• There, they are separated and placed in individual
stalls nr hutches to prevent the spread of disease and in
fection.
• Because of a strong sucking instinct which may lead a
calf to suck on pen mates and pass infection, group hous
ing is usually impossible for the first eight to 10 weeks of
age.
• The stalls usually do not allow the calf to turn around
to prevent waste contamination of food and living areas.
They do, however, have room to stand up, lie down, move
forward and back in the stall.
• Oak-slotted flooring allows manure to fall through the
slats to the floor below, where it is cleaned away regular
ly• Implanted hormones to promote growth are not legal in
veal calf production.
• Antibiotics are used in veal production to control dis
ease and its spread.
• Calves are not raised in the dark.
If calves aren’t raised in the dark, then why is the
meat so pale? Tender veal meat is highly desirable in the
sales and consumption of veal. An old wives’ tale claims
that whiter meat is more tender. Therefore, consumers
demand paler meat.
To meet those demands while maintaining the health
of calves, producers feed a highly nutritious milk replace
ment formula consisting of dried whey, dried skim milk,
vitamins and minerals. While calves are not clinically
anemic, iron is supplemented in feed during early produc
tion phases and limited during the latter part of produc
tion. Iron affects the redness of blood and muscle.
Sufficient iron is required for proper nutrition and
health of the calf, and clinical anemia results in the loss
of appetite and growth. According to the Veal Committee
of the National Livestock Board, the best evidence that
veal calves are healthy is their average growth rated of
2.5 pounds per day and low mortality rate.
And conditions continue to change in the veal produc
tion business. Modern stalls reach the shoulder of calves
allowing limited interaction with neighbors. Guidelines
supplied by the American Veterinary Medical Association
recommend well-lit, well-insulated and well-ventilated
bams to promote the health of calves.
The well-being of the rancher’s business does, after all
rely on the well-being of his or her animals.
• Keri Greenberg is an associate at Cal Poly’s Brock
Center for Agricultural Communication.

Greetings from

Warren J. Baker
President, California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo

The faculty, staff and administration are delighted
that each of you chose to come to Cal Poly.
And we recognize that by making this choice, you and
your parents have placed your trust in us, and this
creates for the university a solemn obligation:
If you will work diligently and with an open mind, the
university guarantees it will provide you with a superior
education.
This is a serious pledge, one we do not take lightly.
And to keep this obligation to you, the university must
constantly evaluate what it is doing. Otherwise, there is
the possibility that Cal Poly will fall backward into sterile
complacency or, what is worse, obsolescence.
And right now we’re asking ourselves some difficult
questions regarding two issues at the very core of the
university: our curriculum and our academic calendar.
In the past, the curriculum in academic and profes
sional disciplines has been reviewed approximately every
two years — primarily by the faculty housed in each
department. They made sure courses were current in
terms of new scholarship and changes in the social and
economic environment.
We think it’s time now for the faculty to enlarge the
scope of its review and for all departments and colleges to
become involved in a comprehensive evaluation.
Consequently, the university has designated 1994-95
as “The Year of the Curriculum.”
If changes in curriculum occur, we know it is absolute
ly essential that we accommodate students working
under requirements listed in earlier catalogues so they
gp-aduate without any loss of time or effort.
To speed up the time to graduation for our students,
we should take a look at course sequencing as well as pos
sible redundancy when the same material is covered in
two or more required classes.
Then there is the issue of electives: where we can, we
should get away from the oxymoron of “required elec
tives” and give students more true choices so they can ex
plore areas outside their majors.
A campus-wide task force on curriculum recently made
its report available to the faculty, calling for a “learningcentered” program of study. This means the needs of stu
dents will be defining elements in curriculum decisions.
The report further stipulates that th*e campus should
employ something called “visionary pragmatism” in
making this review. This unusual phrase, not surprising-

ly, seems to echo the linked ideas and intentions found in
the phrase “polytechnic university.”
While the curriculum review is beginning, the univer
sity is continuing its considerations of the academic
calendar.
I expect to receive a recommendation about the calen
dar from the Academic Senate in the near future, fol
lowed by the results of a faculty referendum. This infor
mation will be studied along with the views of students
and staff.
Once again, in reviewing the calendar, student needs
are the primary driving considerations. And we will make
absolutely sure, should we change systems, that students
on campus during the transition are not adversely af
fected.
Looking around us, we see that fully 93 percent of
public, comprehensive universities like Cal Poly are on
the semester system, according to the American Council
on Education.
Cal Poly certainly doesn’t need to follow the crowd, but
is it possible that this large majority of sister universities
has discovered something that we haven’t?
Obviously, the administrative efficiency of semesters
over quarters is clear: one fewer registration and final
grading period; less difficulty for students transferring to
or from most other colleges and universities — the
majority of which are on semesters — and better articula
tion with semester system campuses elsewhere.
Some argue that the greater depth of study that may
be achieved in semesters sacrifices the fuller coverage of a
discipline that is provided by the quarter system. I know
in a few departments that this is an urgent concern.
But for many programs on campus, a change to
semesters might encourage faculty to create more
coherence in courses of study as, for example, they adjust
elements taught over three quarters to fit into only two
terms.
With curriculum and calendar changes under review,
this is going to be an interesting, even exciting, year for
the university.
I hope to stay in closer touch with you this year
through other messages in Mustang Daily. And in the
meantime, I encourage you to contact student leaders,
write letters to the editor, or even send notes to my office
to let me know what you are thinking regarding these
large issues facing your university.

GreeMngs from

Erica Brown
President, Associated Students, Inc., Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo

Welcome to the Cal Poly 1994-95 Academic Year!
While you were gone this summer, the university
hired a new vice president for Student Affairs, Dr. Juan
Gonzalez. Dr. Gonzalez is our primary liaison between
the students and the university Administration. He is
eager to work closely with us this year in an effort to
build a cohesive and productive student affairs division.
The Associated Students, Inc. (ASI) has been very
busy this past summer representing the student’s con
cerns as addressed last spring.
I am pleased to report that we hosted the Second An
nual Council of Presidents Forum. Associated Students
presidents from all over the California State University
system met for a two-day period to discuss critical issues
which affect students, including the state budget and
communication links/opportunities with the Chancellor’s
Office.
Another key push this summer was the continued
negotiations for a night-time parking permit. This permit
would allow the students to purchase a parking permit ef
fective from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m., thus allowing those stu
dents who routinely choose to use alternative transporta
tion during the day to drive to evening classes. The
university is working closely with us in our attempt to
gain campus and CSU-wide approval for this new con
cept.
We are confident that the ASI will make great progress
this year on the students’ request for new teacher evalua
tions. Throughout the summer, we collected final evalua
tions from universities similar to ours in an effort to open

further negotiations with the faculty and administration.
In addition, we initiated discussions in providing ad
vanced copies of classroom syllabi in order to allow stu
dent the opportunity to closely assess and monitor the
class work schedule prior to enrolling in the class. We
hope to have this program up and running by the time
you need to enroll for your winter quarter classes.
If you are wondering where the ASI is headed, you are
not alone. One of our key priorities this academic year
will be to initiate a two-year comprehensive strategic
plan. We intend to look at all our possibilities, potentials
and future goals in order to meet your needs here at Cal
Poly.
ASI intends to continue to support popular student
programs such as the Chumash Challenge Ropes Course,
Intramurals, Sports Clubs, Open House and the Student
Neighborhood Assistance Program (SNAP). We will be in
volved with supporting the new Multicultural Center and
the ethnic student leadership commissions through sup
port and co-sponsorship.
As your student voice, we will continue to reach out to
you, the students, through college councils, clubs and
media. In addition, please feel free to personally call on
me or any of your other ASI representatives. The student
executive offices are located in Room 217A, Julian A.
MePhee University Union. Come see us, or give us a call
at 756-1291. ASI representatives will be present at club
meetings, residence halls and open forums to discuss is
sues in person. We need your input; it is important to us!
Once again, welcome back to Cal Poly!
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SCHEDULE O F EVENTS
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Meet The Men of Pi Kappa Alpha
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University Staff Dining Hall
(Across From the Ree Center)
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Tri-Tip Dinner
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WEDNESDAY:
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Sports Spectacular
700 òrand Ave,
(Down the Street From Yosemite Hall)

FRIDAY:

"Come As You Are" Party w/ £K

SATURDAY:

Sports BBQ
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INVITE ONLY
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Arianna Huffington’s
religious beliefs
come under scrutiny
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SACRAMENTO —
religious beliefs of Arianna Stassinopoulos Huffington are com
ing under scrutiny as her hus
band Michael has drawn even
with Democratic Sen. Dianne
Feinstein in the polls.
The author and talk show
host has been the subject of press
reports noting her close ties to a
religious group labeled a
“destructive” cult by a monitor
ing organization.
M ichael H u ffin g to n , a
Republican congressman from
Santa Barbara, has spent more
than $10 million to turn his
long-shot campaign against
Feinstein into an even draw in
the latest polls.
Mrs. Huffington, 43, has been
active in her husband’s cam
paign, making appearances at
debate.R and fund-raisers.
She was for several years a
minister of the Church of the
Movement of Spiritual Inner
Awareness, a Los Angeles group
headed by founder John-Roger
H inkins, who has legally
changed his name to John-Roger.
John-Roger, 60, claims he
formed MSIA 30 years ago after
awaking from a coma reborn as
one of Jesus Christ’s 12 apostles.
John-Roger has denied allega
tions by former members that he
lived lavishly using tax-exempt
funds, psychologically controlled
followers and seduced teenage
boys.
The Chicago-based Cult
Awareness Network has clas
sified the group as “destructive,”
its most dangerous category.
Huffington spokeswoman Jen
nifer Grossman said Mrs. Huf
fington left MSIA in 1986 after
marrying Michael, an Epis
copalian. A Greek immigrant
and lifelong member of the
Greek Orthodox Church, Mrs.
Huffington attends the Greek
Orthodox Church of Santa Bar
bara, Grossman said Tuesday.
“She’s not involved with
(MSIA),” Grossman said.
Mrs. Huffington also has con
sidered herself a born-again
Christian since 1987, Grossman
said. That has earned her hus
band support from conservatives
like the Rev. Lou Sheldon of the
A naheim -based T raditional
Values Coalition.
“If you’re bom-again you can
be Catholic, you can be Greek
Orthodox, you can be any
denomination,” Grossman said.
“It’s a spiritual distinction.”
Although Mrs. Huffington’s
left MSIA, pronounced “messiah,” she remains friends with
John-Roger, Grossman said.
“She’s not going to repudiate
him,” Grossman said. “I wouldn’t
characterize him as a close
friend."
Mrs. Huffington allegedly met
John-Roger in 1974 and became
a minister in his group in 1978.
Grossman said there was no for
mal ordination and all members
were loosely considered “mini
sters.”
But a review of public records
and interviews by the Orange
County Register found other
wise. Eight former ministers told
the paper that MSIA ministers
were required to accept JohnRoger as their personal savior,
placing him as a spiritual figure
above Christ and below only God.
Although Grossman said Mrs.
Huffington has had little contact
with the movement since 1986,
records filed with the California
Registry of Charitable Trusts
show that from 1990 to 1992 she
gave $35,000 to an organization
formed by John-Roger, the Foun
dation for the Study of In
dividual and World Peace.
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Man falsely convicted of rape cleared 10 years later
By Mary Neubauer
Associated Press

her assailants, police said, and
officers arrested Daye and Char
DES MOINES, Iowa — You les Pringle of San Diego. They
were convicted for a kidnapping, were convicted in separate trials.
Daye said that when a guard
rape and robbery you did not
at
the prison told him he had a
commit. At 26, you were sen
telephone
call Monday, he
tenced to life in prison. After 10
thought
something
bad had hap
years behind bars, new scientific
pened in his family. Instead, he
evidence clears you.
got the news that he had been
Now what?
“I think the No. 1 thing I’d cleared.
“I just started screaming,” he
like to do is go to church Sunday
said.
because I truly believe I was bTwo days later, he’s back in
lessed,” Frederick Daye said
Wednesday as he sat on the Des Moines, fielding telephone
porch of his mother’s central Des calls from media across the
country and greeting family and
Moines home.
Daye was released from the friends. His hair and beard are
Solano sta te prison near starting to grey, but his slim
Sacramento, Calif., on 'Tuesday. build belies his age.
Gwen C h a n c e llo r, h is
Prosecutors said DNA testing,
which was in its infancy when sweetheart from 15 years ago in
Daye was tried, proved that he Des Moines, stopped by Wednes
was not the source of semen day.
“It’s Ricky! It’s Ricky!” she
found on the victim’s clothing.
yelled
as they hugged.
Daye was arrested Jan. 25,
“I’ve been through a little or
1984, 15 days after the rape vic
tim reported the attack. The deal, you know what I’m saying,”
woman identified Daye as one of he tells her. “But I can shake it.”

On Jan. 10, 1984, a woman
told police two men forced her
into her car, made her drive to a
residential area, robbed her,
raped her and then drove off in
her car, leaving her behind.

"I've been through a
little ordeal, you know
what I'm saying. But I
can shake it."
Frederick Daye

Wrongly accusedof rope
Daye admits he has not led a
perfect life. He left Des Moines in
1975 when he joined the Marines
but returned home in 1977 after
being dishonorably discharged.
He doesn’t say why. From there,
he went to Minneapolis, where
he was convicted of robbery and
sentenced to 10 years in a St.
Cloud, Minn., prison. After “some
time” there, he learned how to
cut hair, and moved to San Diego
when he was released, where he
became a barber.

Fay in rehab
for butane
sniffing habit

Daye was arrested two weeks
later during a routine traffic stop
when a police officer noticed that
he fit the description of one of the
two assailants. The woman had
told police one of the men had a
gold cap on his left front tooth.
• Daye has a silver cap on his right
front tooth, but the woman pick
ed him out of a police lineup.
Carmela Simoncini, a lawyer
with Appellate Defenders Inc., in
San Diego, received a telephone
call in 1990 from another lawyer
who told her that Pringle had
just found out the Daye was in
prison.
Pringle had written to his
lawyer, saying that another man,
not Daye, was involved in the
crimes. The other lawyers
wanted to know if Simoncini
could help Daye.

She took the case, found the
evidence from Pringle’s trial —
including the victim’s clothing and asked the California Supe
rior Court to review it. The court
appointed another attorney, who
filed Daye’s documents in
Pringle’s files and did nothing
further
Two years later, Simoncini
found out what the other lawyer
had done and got herself ap
pointed as Daye’s lawyer. Final
ly, the California Court of Ap
peals agreed to give Simoncini
the money she needed to conduct
DNA testing on the victim’s
clothing. In April, those results
proved that Daye was not the
source of semen found on the
clothes.
On Monday, she got the order
from the district attorney’s office
saying Daye should be released.
“I’m convinced that he’s not
an isolated case,” she said. “I’m
convinced there are other people
who have been convicted because
of erroneous information."

B a n k o f A m e ric a

By Jomes Hannah
Associated Piess

K E T T E R IN G , O hio —
Michael Fay, the teen-ager
flogged in Singapore for van
dalizing cars, has gone into drug
rehab for treatment of a butane
sniffing habit, his stepmother
said Wednesday.
Jan Fay said her 19-year-old
stepson was admitted to the
Hazelden clinic in Minnesota
several weeks ago after she and
his father, George Fay, learned
he had been inhaling the gas
from pressurized cans to get
high.
Butane is used in cigarette
lighters.
Fay told (his ste p m o th e r)
he w a s inhaling o u ta n e
because it macfe him fo rg e t
w h a t happened in
S ingapore. "B u t you c a n 't
blam e Singapore for
e v e ry th in g ," she said .
Fay told her he was inhaling
butane because it made him for
get what happened in Singapore.
“But you can’t blame Sin
gapore for everything,” she said.
“Michael knows that now. He
knows that he has to take
responsibility for his actions.”
Fay received four lashes with
a rattan cane and spent 83 days
in a Singapore prison after being
accused of spray-painting cars.
Fay denied the allegation and
said police coerced a false confes
sion from him.
Fay was released from prison
and returned to his father’s
home June 22.
On Sept. 2, Fay was treated at
a hospital after his hands and
face were burned. Mrs. Fay said
he told her he and some friends
had been working on a car when
someone struck a match and
there was a flash.
A few days later she found
about a dozen cans of butane in
his room, she said. She and her
husband confronted him.
“Finally, it all came out,” Ms.
Fay said.
She said he admitted he had
inhaled butane in Singapore, and
was sniffing butane when he was
burned Sept. 2. He agreed to get
treatment.
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Police crack down on news leaks in Simpson case
the plug on T\^ coverage of the
trial.
LOS A N G E L E S — Police
KNBC reported that DNA
Chief Willie Williams on Wed
tests
showed blood on a sock
nesday defended the role of his
found
in Simpson’s bedroom
homicide investigators in the
matched
the blood of his ex-wife,
O.J. S i m p s o n d o u b l e - m u r d e r
Nicole Brown Simpson. Simpson
case, and said he believed the
is on trial for the murders of Ms.
I i g h t person was in custody.
Simpson and her friend Ronald
“Right now, we feel tha t the
Goldman.
■nly person who s hould be
charged with these homicides is
Reporter 'Tracie Savage back
Mr. Simpson,'' Williams said on
ed away from her report late
NCC T \ "s “Today ” show.
Tuesdav.
“It s aiiething comes in that
“The sources we used for this
lead.' us in a n o th er direction,
report had knowledge of the in
we’ll follow th a t a n d see where it
vestigation and had, on several
goes," he added.
previous occasions, provided ac
Williams also said the Police
curate and reliable information
D ep art me nt wasn't the source of
to KNBC,” she said.
major leaks to the media, adding,
“Now, for the first time, some
“a lot ot the leaks are really fanof
them
are changing portions of
ta.'ies th a t are made up."
their stories. The real truth may
Last vveek. Superior Court
only come out in court.”
J ud ge Lance A. Ito said he was
Meantime, Williams said his
o u t r a g e d by an “er rorierius"
department
was trying to track
KNIU'-TV report on bloody socks
the
source
of
news leaks.
found at Simpsi'ii’s Brentwood

AssoiiQied Picss

estate and he th r e a t e n e d to pull

“We have been conducting an

internal investigation to deter
mine where leaks are coming
from. I cannot right now say it’s
just one person or two people or
three people,” VVhlliams said.
“But what you have to remem
ber, if you’re talking to an officer
in a patrol car (or) you’re talking
to a non-swom officer at a dinner
table or outside on the street,
and they tell you something, they
infer something, that is not com
ing from a credible source; that’s
not coming from the office of the
chief ... and that should not be
considered to be a leak but little
more than a rumor.”
But the Police Department’s
internal investigation wasn’t
enough for Simpson lawyer
Robert Shapiro.
Shapiro told Superior Court
Judge Lance Ito on Wednesday
that a state attorney general’s
investigation was warranted to
determine “where the source of
the contamination is coming
from.”

Williams noted an inaccurate
’TV report that a bloody ski mask
was found at the scene of the
June 12 slayings of Brown and
Ms. Simpson.
“We knew inside the organiza
tion that no such bloody ski
mask existed and clearly,
whatever media put that infor
mation out first knew that their
source wasn’t reliable,” Williams
said.
Williams also said allegations
of sloppiness by his department
come from a defense team hired
to raise such issues and does not
mean evidence was compromised.
“I think that one of the real
tragedies of this whole incident
is the fact that, very unfairly,
many persons have decided to
try to target my department,”
Williams said. “The organization
as a whole has been attacked
and I think a lot of it has been
really to divert the public, the
people who will sit on that jury.”

P R E S E N T S

INHERITANCE
From page 12

ments and constant signals from
family members that Marianne
would not do, Morton Smith said.
“Not everything goes with
Joan Irvine Smith, you have to
maintain a certain amount of
decorum around her,” said best
man Jeff Fink, who works in the
sports book of a Las Vegas
casino.
“Marianne just didn’t main
tain that decorum. She was kind
of herself. ... She’s very out
spoken. She’s a nice girl and
everything, but she’s not what
Mrs. Smith was looking for for
her son.”
When Morton proposed mar
riage last year, the couple said,
word came that Morton was not
welcome in his mother’s Emerald
Bay house, and the locks were
changed.
His things from the farm in
Middleburg were packed up and
sent to California. And finally,
Mom offered the ultimatum:
“She said, ‘If you pick her, you’re
out of the family,”’ Morton Smith
recalled.
“It was kind of like Gadhafi
drawing the line of death. Then
I’d cross the line and she’d draw
a new one in the sand,” he said.
“It’s pretty scary to have Joan
mad at you. Everyone was scared
but me.
“I’m an Irvine, I can take it,”
he said. “I don’t have anything
‘financial’ to show for it, but
breeding goes a long way.”
Marianne said she didn’t care
about the inheritance.
“Mrs. Smith is brilliant — I
just wish she could be more of a
mom to him. I think sometimes
she tries to control people. She
can’t control me because I can’t
be bought. I won’t be.
“I do not want any bit of their
inheritance, I have my own life,”
she said. “To deny your son — 1
can’t think of anything more
tragic than that.”
1
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rismji o p e ra
singer is the object o f je al
ousy while the P h a n to m
lurk s in the shadows stoppi n

•; at n o t h in ÍÍ - e v e n

m i n d e r — to see this singei'
suee<*ed.
riu* pei ils of this rising
y o u n g o p e r a singei* c a n Im‘
seen in a new p r o d u e ti o n of
‘" T h e
Phantom
of t h e
O p e r a , ” playing at the ( i n ' a t
A m e r iea n
M el od r a rn a
th ro u g h Novemher.
“ T h e P h a n t o m o f thi*
O p e r a ” plays with th e “ P)60s
F l a s h b a c k K e v u e , ” s h o w c a s i n g tin*
music a n d d r e s s of tin* sixtii's. It\s a
ei’eat ive e o m h i n a t i o n t h a t p r o v e d to he
very entertaining.
“ T h e P h a n t o m of the Opei a ” was done as a play,
not as an o p er a o r musical. It did have singing, including
some pieces from the o p e r a , hut it was primarily dialogue
which made the plot easier to u n d ei ’stand.
F o r th o s e “ u n f a m i l i a r with “ T h e IMiantom of th e
O p e r a , ” it is set in P a r i s in 1881. A y o u ng c h o r u s s in g e r 's
rap id improv eme nt in voice has the c u r r e n t stai’ of the ope ra
very jealous.
SEE PH A N TO M / Page B4
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Solar Music Festival reveals
alternative energy sources
By Maxine Gisinger
Daily Staff Writer

'V >

The Beat Farmers play Saturday in Arroyo Grande/Photo courtesy Sector 2 Records.

The Beat Farmers play Covany
By Valeska Bailey
Daily S taff W riter

Got ro.uiy for some flop-hnuse
rnck with San Diogn’s heorJfinking Boat Farmors whon
tho\ v< me to ('ovanv Hrewing
('ampanv Saturday night.
Tiio fioat F . t f m e r s
t.'gothor- 11 soars ago as
drinking hud>iios, and since
tlio\ lia\e released six
through the world-ronnwii
di>tnhution.

came
beerthen,
L F'.'s
MCA

The <ilbums that lia\e been
powered nut to the public are
“Tales ot the .N'ew West.” “CJlad
and (iteasy." "\’.uiGo," “Pursuit
<t 1l.ippin.'ss” and performed
live, “1,. ud and l^lowed."
The hand's newest album is
called “Viki.ig Lullabys." The
new set is a mix ot'ftirring, rnntsy, pop-savvy new originals by
singers guitari.'is Jerry Raney
and Joe\ Haitis, as well as an
array ot drinking songs by
C o u n tiA Dick .Montana.

The Beat Farmers said they
consider their music a mixture of
rock-country blues and flat-out
rock’n’roll. They feel their music
IS
written and played for pure
entertainment, according to Har
ris.
“Our music is real good,” Har! ns said. “It’s almost like we have
; three bands in one, with Jerry’s
i ‘Yardbirds’ sounding tunes, my
folk base sound and Country
Dick’s wild country, dirty nasty,
wild stutf.”
This will not be the first time
i The Beat Farmers have been to
the San Luis Obispo area and
i the band said they are looking
forward to coming back.
Harris said they have played
a few times at Loco Runchero
and at SLO Brewing Company.
The Beat Farmers plan to
play tunes from various older al
bums and from their new “Vikmg
Lullabys” album.
“We have so much material,

f>
•
'Jr"t

%^

X

2 ^ 2

that we like to throw a little bit
of everything in,” Hari'is said.
“It will be a pretty wild sliow,”
Country Dick Montana said in
his deep, scruffy voice.
The Beat Fanners have been
featured on shows such as Enter
tainment Tonight and David Letterman. They have also toured
Europe five times, performing in
countries such as Scandinavia
and Germany.
“It’s fun,” Harris said. “The
crowds are great in Europe.
People show up just because we
are an American band. The
crowd goes nuts when Country
Dick throws beer everywhere.”
The Beat Farmers will play
at Covany Brewing Company
Saturday, Oct. 1. Tickets can
be purchased at Boo Boo
Records and Big Music for $8
and at the door for $10. The
show begins at 9 p.m.

Voted S LO 's
Best Pizza
8 years running!

Sun worshipers from around the Central Coast will gather together
this Sunday for a day filled with music, games and speakers focusing
on the alternative energy source of solar power.
The Solar Music Festival is designed to entertain and educate the
public about solar energy, while benefiting Mothers for Peace and the
Eradicate Toxic Contaminants Coalition (E.T.C.C.).
Part of the money raised will help support the nonprofit E.T.C.C. in
their fight against what they say is the contamination of Morro Bay
from the nearby power plant.
Mothers for Peace, another local nonprofit organization, focuses its
cause on fighting the existence of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant. But the group works on other projects as well.
Last year Mothers for Peace worked on alternate energy home
tours within the San Luis Obispo County, said member June Von
Rüden.
.
Kathy DePen, another member ot Mothers tor Peace and one of the
coordinators of the music festival, said the idea for a solar celebration
started last year.
DePeri and others wanted to retain the positive beliefs about other
energy sources people have begun learning about.
“What better way to get the message out (about solar power) then
hearing music and speakers spreading the good word?” DePeri said.
She added she hopes to see a turnout of about 400 people.
The main attraction at the festival, DePeri said, will be a semi
truck named Cyrus, whose 40-foot trailer is covered in solar paneling.
The name Cyrus means sun in Farsi, a language from Iran.
The truck, which is owned by Greenpeace, travels across the nation
in an effort to publicize solar power. Their most recent etforts
produced an environmental compact disc with artists such as U2.
The truck will help KCBX, a local radio station, broadcast with
solar energy. On Sunday, Cyrus will give power to the festival, act as
the backdrop for the stage and also function as an exhibit with solar
displays for public viewing within the trailer.
Ceremonies will open with a blessing given by Chumash elder
Pilulaw Khus. This will be coupled with music from the Global Peace
Walk Orchestra.
Other speakers at the event include Michelle Becker from Mother’s
for Peace, Kelly Quirk of Greenpeace and Phil Klasky who will discuss
the W'ard Valley radioactive dump issue and relate it to issues involv
ing Diablo Canyon.
Music will be provided by the bands Up In the Air and Love Jene.
The organizers of the event said they will also build a separate
stage for children. Kids will be entertained with storytelling, puppetshows and games.
Food from the Burrito Wagon and beverages will be sold at the
park, but organizers said visitors are encouraged to make a day of the
festival and bring a picnic lunch.
“We’re hoping people will come out, enjoy the day, enjoy the music,
create a sense of community and be educated about the positive
aspects of solar power,” Von Rüden said.
The festival begins at 10 a.m. at Biddle Park along the road
to Lopez lake. Tickets are $6 at the gate, and $5 in advance at
Boo Boo Records stores. The Earthling Bookstore, Big Music,
Baywood Video, and Baywood Video Plus. Kids are free.

FROM THE DIRECTOR OF “ THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE CRADLE”
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Little Known Fact:

W o o d s to c k 's P i z z a
b rin g y o u
c lo s e r t o p e r f e c t i o n ...

Clllinv Ol’T OI R
LI’XOII SPEOIALS:
^

...because you are what you eatt
C h ix k out OUT

-V3. «»',1

! - l l p m M on-W e3I

...........VkzT L
12” Wilde Bread
cheese.
2 Brother Tom’s Salads.
2 All-U-CarvOrInk sodas
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M ic h c lo b D a rk . M ic h c lo b Dr\’. 3 - ^
M ille r G e n u in e D ra ft
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N e w c a s tle B ro\sn .M e. C '^ o o
S ierra N e v a d a P a le A\ e S 5 '

All-U-Carv£at pizza and
All-U-CarvOrink soda

SLICE-ORAMA

SUPER Slice. Brother Tom’s Salad.
All UCan-Orink soda
.

S V I.

X

LARGE 16’»
3-topping pizza

H o t Q u a iit y , C o o t P r ic e
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Opens Frid.w, Septe.mber 30"'
at a Theatre Near You.
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Moment of Truth strives to break local scene
By D.J. Taylor
Daily Contributing Writer

If you’ve been paying atten
tion, you’ve noticed that over the
last year or so San Luis Obispo
has developed a music scene
again.
Punctuated by the closure of
the Mecca-like Loco Ranchero, it
seemed salvation was far out of
reach but some people got fed up
and decided to take some initia
tive.
Cal Poly’s ever-redeeming
KCPR has always been one to
promote new and different
music. And Boo Boo Record’s
took a giant step this year by ad
ding live music in the store on a
regular basis.
And with a twist of an arm,
local establishments like SLO
Brewing Company and Brubeck’s
“The Cellar” have become in

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
• E a r th lin g B o o k sh o p
presents David Triggs and Jim
Mayner playing contemporary
country folk at 8 p.m. No cover.
• Itchy McGuirk plays SLO
Brew at 9:30 p.m. $2 cover.
• Osos S treet Subs presents
Mike Cerda from 9 to 12 p.m.

creasingly supportive of the rein tion of society put into heavy
carnation.
j grooves with flowing core lyrics
It had came to my attention I for almost every one to hear and
that there existed a band taking ' grab on to,” D’Ambrosio said.
a different approach to the usual “Most of the subjects are how we
local music scene, and for once I struggle with competition in life
didn’t know these guys.
to strive for what we want.”
They aren’t KCPR disc jock
But he said the band wasn’t
eys or record store employees. To positive at first what sound they
my knowledge, they have only were striving for.
played one gig opening for Peter
“We weren’t sure what was
Will at the Sweet Springs Saloon going to happen,” Cadena said.
in Los Osos and maybe a party “We all just started jammin’
or two. In fact, they’re just your together and things kinda just
youthful everyday Joes, and they fell in place.”
call themselves Moment of
Cadena’s bass sounds like
Tiuth.
1980s hard core — at times
The four quarters of Moment sounding like a protege to Flea of
of Ti uth are drummer Russ Den The Red Hot Chili Peppers.
nis, bassist Javier Cadena,
M aulhardt’s guitar style
guitarist T\son Maulhardt and stems a lot from death metal ex
lyricist, vocalist, as well as posure, but isn’t quite as relent
leader Jeremy D’Ambrosio.
less. It lends a sound with more
“(Moment of Ti'uth) is a reflecSee BAND, page B4

9 to 12 p.m.

SATURDAY, OaOBER 1

• L innaea’s Cafe presents
Bob and Wendy playing guitar,
mandocello and singing at 8 p.m.
No cover.
• Bill Roalman plays guitar at
the E arthling Bookshop at 8
p.m. No cover.
• SLO Brew presents reggae
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
band, Naked Earth at 9:30 p.m.
$3 cover.
• E a r th lin g B o o k sh o p
• The Matt Taylor Tiio plays
presents Rob Kimball and Peter
jazz
at Osos S treet Subs from 9
Morin at 8 p.m. No cover.
to 12 p.m.
• The Stoney Creek Boys play
at L innaea’s Cafe at 8 p.m. No
WEDNESDAY, OQOBER 5
cover.
• SLO Brew presents Trulio
• SLO Brew presents Peter
Disgracias featuring band mem
Will at 9:30 p.m. $3 cover.
from Fishbone, Parliament,
• Laurie Lewis plays blue bers
Funkadelic,
Weapon of Choice,
grass and counti^ at Boo Boo
Sour Sonics and Plum. Opening
Records at 2 p.m.
band is Spaide Ghetto Destruc
• Boo Boo Records presents tion. Tickets go on sale Friday,
Greenroom playing alternative Oct. 1 at 10 a.m. at Big Music
metal at 7 p.m.
and Boo Boo’s Records. Tickets
• Kid Fear plays acoustical are $12 and are not available at
rock at Osos S treet Subs from the door.

Moment of Truth from left to right: Tyson Maulhardt,
Javier Cadena, Jeremy D'Ambrosio and Russ Dennis.

Director Stanley Kubrick's movie classics
are still the best in cinematic history
By Valeska Bailey
Daily Staff Writer

__

A dangerous love triangle, a
warehouse full of mannequins
and obsession take the viewer in
Stanley Kubrick’s 1955 film
“Killer’s Kiss” through wild
twists and turns.
Set m New York, a boxer,
Davey Gordon (Jamie Smith), a
working woman (Irene Kane)
and her boss (Frank Silvera) end
up in a wild chase for one
another. Two men brutally fight
until the end for one woman, and
in turn, the woman desperately
wants to escape from the unful
filled world she lives in.
“Killer’s Kiss” shows the
director’s talents for style and
conceptual realization, as well as
great storytelling devices, includ
ing a voice-over narration.
“K iller’s K iss” was the
premier film of the Palm
Theatre’s film festival featuring
Kubrick’s work. Although it
played last week, nine more films
— including “The Shining” and

“Clockwork Orange” — will play
at the Palm T h eatre in
downtown San Luis Obispo this
fall.
Co-sponsored by Cal Poly Ails
and the Palm Theatre, the films
will be shown on Thursday even
ings at 7 p.m.
Although Kubrick has only
directed 11 films in 40 years, he
is considered one of the most im
portant contemporary directors,
according to Cal Poly English
professor John Harrington.
I “Kubrick’s beginning films
I were his first efforts to break
into the industry, even though
the writing was not well con1 structed,” Harrington said.
According to Harrington,
Kubrick grew up in New York.
He moved to England in the
1960s and has remained there
since.
At age 16, Kubrick was a
photographer for Look Magazine.
As he worked with Look
Magazine, he became interested
in film. He enjoyed the film in

dustry and decided to continue
with It because he was not a
strong student and could not get
into a university, Harrington
said.
“Personally he is one of my
favorite writers,” said Jim Dee,
owner of the Palm Theatre “He
has visually amazing films.
When I saw 2001 it did some
thing to me.”
The series opened on Sept. 22
with two films, “The Killing” and
“Killer’s Kiss.” The other films in
the series are: Sept. 29, “Paths of
Glory;” Oct. 6, “Spartacus;” Oct.
13, “Lolita;” Oct. 20, “Dr. Strangelove;” Oct. 27, “2001: A Space
Odyssey;” Nov. 3, “A Clockwork
Orange;” Nov. 10, “Barry Lyn
don;” Nov. 17, “The Shining;”
De:. 1, “Full Metal Jacket.”
A aeries ticket ia $35 and
can be bought in advance at
the Cal Poly Theatre Ticket
Office between 10 a.m, and 4
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Single tickets will be avail
able at the door for $5.

says:

Peter Travers of

^^'Quiz SHow' is the hest
Am erican m ovie this year.'
Richard Schickel of

joel Siegel of
( A )O D MORNINC; AMEKK A
says

I IM F M A C iA Z IN H

"A smart, h u gely
entertaining
d ep iction
o f a turning
p oin t in
A m erican
cultural
history."

''Great filmmaking."
__

W ERACE
Y O U W IN !
Professional racing is hell on a car. Every mile
on the track is like a hundrecj on the street. As
race car builcjers, we follow a car through its
entire life span -otten only a matter of hours.
What we’ve learned at Le Mans and
Daytona applies directly to the way we main
tain your car. We’ll tune it for top performance
and make the minor repairs that can save you
a ma|or overhaul further down the road
Our prices are reasonable and our ip w a a M f
service is tfie best
• itlo l
Racing car owners trust
G C f lllS I l
us. shouldn’t you’
A u lO
Specializing in Porsche, Audi, BMW, Mercedes, Volvo <S VW Autos
273 Pacific Street. San Luis Obispo 643-7473

David Ansen of
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NOW PLAYING AT SELECTED THEATRES
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P H A N T O M : M e lo d ra m a s h o w s f r e s h id e a s on o p e ra
It was nearly a full house last
The chorus singer, Christine Thursday night, and audience
Daae, owes her improvement to members, both young and old,
what she believes to be her loved the show.
“I like the special effects,” said
“angel of music,” a voice that she
11-year-old
Brandon Solomon,
hears while in her dressing
room. The voice which has been speaking about the sets used in
coaching her, however, turns out the show.
Another audience member,
to be the Phantom, who will stop
Timothy
Malone, had seen “The
at nothing to see the young
Phantom
of the Opera” seven
Christine succeed, even to the
times
at
various
locations and
point of murder.
Following “The Phantom of described the Melodrama’s ver
the Opera,” was a music and sion as “brilliant.”
The audience also liked the
comedy revue that transported
1960s
music revue following the
audience members back to the
play.
1960s. This vaudeville show in
“T h e v a u d e v ill e w as
corporates everything from tap
dancing to singing to a comedy fabulous,” said Mary Bunker of
routine about sixties rock groups Santa Maria.
One thing that the audience
patterned after Abbott and Cos
responded
to universally was the
tello’s “Who’s on First?”
action
and
pace of the show.
The vaudeville produces a
“(The
thing)
I love about it is
medley of the best in s u rf music:
that
they
keep
jolting
you,” said
t h e B e a c h Boy s, A n n e t t e ,
audience
member
Jennifer
Fr ank ie and of course, the “Itsybitsy, Teenie-W’eenie, Yellow, Brainard. “They keep you inter
P/lkadot bikini.” It also includes ested.”
One such “jolt” during “The
a comedy skit focusing on school,
Phantom
of the Opera” occurred
a s tu n n in g ta p dance set to “The
when
the
Phantom appeared be
Khythm of Life," and some folk
hind
what
looked like a solid
music.
By tar the funniest part of the w all. O th er scenes were
show was a choreographed revue enhanced through the use of a
of 1960s television the me songs! fog machine.
One of the most amazing facts
The troupe performed songs from
is
that, according to director,
S ta r Trek, M iss io n : Im p o ssih lc,
C iillt^ a n 's Is la n d , The je ts o n s . Eric Hoit, the sets were con
Green Acres and M r. Rogers. structed in only two days.
They dressed the p a rt and sang
“We only had two weeks of
rehearsals
and two days for the
the the me songs which produced
technical part of the play,” lie
a mountain of la ug hte r from the
said.
audience.
From page B1

Aside from directing the play,
Hoit also has a role in the play,
something which he said was a
little frustrating for him.
“I have a good time (acting),
but (as a director), I like to be
able to feel the audience
response,” Hoit said.
Hoit said his favorite type of
work was choreography, and he
did all of the choreography for
the “1960s Flashback Revue.” He
also played several parts in it.
Meghan Shanaphy, who plays
the part of Christine Daae, said
Hoit was a great director.
“He’s very good at com
municating what he wants and
what he wants from the actors,”
Shanaphy said.
Overall, both the play and the
musical revue were exciting,
fast-paced and entertaining.
“The Phantom of the Opera” was
suspenseful, and the “1960s
Flashback Revue” was hilarious.
There are also several inter
missions during which snacks
may be purchased and served to
you by the actors themselves.
**The P ha nt o m o f the
Opera” and “1960a Flashback
Revue” runs through Nov. 13.
The show plays 'Wednesday
and Thursday at 7 p.m.,
Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday at
5 and 9 p.m, and Sunday at 6
p.m. The Great American
Melodrama is located on Hwy.
1 in Oceano. Tickets are
$10.50 and $11.50 Fridays and
Saturdays.

B A N D : N e w fa c e s in S L O m u s ic
From page B3

feeling and expansion.
“I listen to a lot of Pantera
and Sepultura and stuff like
that,” Maulhardt said. “It’s cool,
but sometimes too much the
same as far as the guitars go.
And we’re a different band.”
Russ Dennis’ drumming is ab
solutely, as he admits, “all-overthe place,” which suits the band
perfectly.
Maulhardt and Dennis, both
17-years-old, have been playing
music together on and off for the
last seven years, getting serious
about it over the past few years.
Starting off their set, one
might think Moment of Truth
were understudies to Rage
Against the Machine, especially
in the m anner by which
D’Ambrosio delivers his brash
lyrics.
“Zach (De La Rocha of Rage
Against the Machine) gets in
your face hard, singling people
out,” D’Anibrosio said. “1 like to
keep it directed, but more sym
bolic.”
Despite their obvious likeness
to Rage Against the Machine,
they manage to maintain some
thing of their own. There is the
diversity of their playing styles.
Because of this there are audible
sounds reminiscent of groups
like Prong, Kyuss, The Infectious
Grooves, Pantera and countless
other metal and heavy-handed
hard core bands.
The band is also trying to

exude a certain local feeling in
their music.
“We’re a local band made up of
locals, and we want to deal with
things and issues that affect us
and the SLO scene,” D’Ambrosio
said. “Other bands have a style
that might be about where
they’re from. We’re gonna speak
about where we’re from.”
The band has been playing
together only for the last three to
four months yet they have ac
complished a lot. “We’ve been
practicing for two hours or more
at least five days a week,”
D’Ambrosio said.
“We think we’ve really got a
cool thing going here, and we
want to share this with someone.
We don’t want to just keep it to
ourselves,” D’Ambrosio said.
Band members do have their
complaints though.
“It seems like everyone wants
to concentrate on the bigger
name bands,” D’Ambrosio said.
“That’s fine, but when you’ve got
something good where you’re
from, you’d think you would
want to push that.”
Currently the band has a
demo in the works which will
likely make people more aware
of them.
“We heard a rumor that Green
Day might come to town, and it
would be totally cool if we could
be an opening band for them,”
Cadena said.
For band information con
tact Jeremy DAmbrosio at
543-1514.

GOOD FUN •GOOD VALUES
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R E T A IL S T O R E S
7 1 2 M a r s h S t. S L O
M o n - S a t 1 0 -6 , S u n N o o n -5
T h u r s . ‘til 8 PM
/ I

W A REH O U SE OUTLET
8 7 0 In d u s tria l W a y , S L O
M o n - S a t 1 0 -4
N IP O M O S W A P M E E T
OUTLET
Fri, S a t, S u n 8 -3
D o n a tio n s a l s o a c c e p t e d
M o n , T u e s , T h u r s 8 - 1 2 PM
D O N A T IO N C E N T E R S
O p e n 7 D a y s , 1 0 -5
A rro y o G r a n d e , A t a s c a d e r o , M o rro B ay,
S a n L u is O b is p o , P a s o R o b le s , C a m b r ia
O p e n Fri, S a t , S u n 9 -5

Unequaled in quedily and style, these elegant
earrings will absolutely captivate you.
All styles can be worn as pierced
or non-pierced earrings.

H O M E P IC K -U P :
544 - 0542

AXA
FALL R U S H ’94

M on 10/3 5pm - SUBS W / A O
@1290 FOOTHILL ( A 0 HOUSE)
TUES 10/4 7pm - MEX. FIESTA W / AOH
@1617 SANTA ROSA (AXA HOUSE)
THURS 10/6 7pm - SMOKERS SLIDE SHOW
@ SANDW ICH PI ANT(ON CAMPUS)
SAT 10/8 5pm - CASUAL NIGHT
@1617 SANTA ROSA (AXA HOUSE)
RIDES/INFO: 545-8037/541-5251

'Jor(\cmcn ''Jewelers
(805) 5 4 3 -6 7 0 6 » 8 5 0 Higuera Streef»Son Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Parents coming to town?

W

iL .

M ake your
re s e rv a tio n s
w ith u s!
MOTOR INN

• Friendly Staff
• Free Cominental Breakfast
and Afternoon Tea

Remote Control TV
Pool and Spa
New Upgraded Amenities

2074 Monterey Street -- San Luis Obispo - 543-2777 ~ 800/543-277'

Directly across the street from Apple Farm Restaurant
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Clinton and Yeltsin agree to accelerate nuclear weapon cut backs
By Terence Hunt
Associated Piess

WASHINGTON — President
Clinton and Boris Yeltsin
pledged Wednesday to sharply
accelerate the dismantling of
thousands of nuclear weapons.
The Russian president also
promised not to sign new arms
deals with Iran.
“We’re succeeding in tackling
some hard challenges,” Clinton
said at an East Room news con-

ference with Yeltsin.
The Russian leader recited a
lengthy list of foreign policy and
economic subjects that he dis
cussed with Clinton. He said
they agreed, “practically, on
every single one of these issues.”
There were agreements on
American investment in Russia,
space collaboration, customs
cooperation and joint efforts to
combat crime. Deals were signed
for up to $1 billion in ventures in
Russia.

l ^ e Q rad u ate

that the Russian parliament
would ratify START II because of
the expense of dismantling mis
siles and the military’s attach
ment to some of the weapons.
American officials said they were
confident of ratification.
The U.S. Senate has not ap
proved the treaty either.
The war in Bosnia remained a
point of dispute, with Yeltsin
saying Russia firmly opposes lift
ing an arms embargo on the
Muslim-led Bosnian government.

The United States and Russia
agreed to speed up nuclear cut
backs under the START II agree
ment once it is ratified by both
countries. Clinton said the move
would shave several years from
the timetable; Yeltsin said
perhaps seven years or more.
“We will make the world safer
for all of us,” Clinton said.
The treaty calls for reducing
long-range nuclear warheads to
3,000-3,500 on each side by 2003.
There are doubts in Moscow

as Clinton proposes. Both sides
got some breathing room since
the Muslims suggested a sixmonth delay on any action.
Yeltsin said, “In six months
we’ll take a look and see.”
“We still have a potential dif
ference on that issue,” Clinton
said. “There’s no doubt about it.”
“We’ve never fought the
United States and I believe and I
can say as president of Russia,
that we will never fight the
See W EA PO N S, page 13
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Cops cleared of guilt
in shooting of woman
Associated Piess

LOS ANGELES — No charges
will be filed ag ain st two
policemen who shot a woman
nine times as she held a knife
and her baby during a hospital
r o o f to p
c o n fro n ta tio n ,
prosecutors said Wednesday.
T here was in su ffic ie n t
evidence to prosecute Sgt.
Michael Long and Officer Craig
Liedahl on criminal charges, two
Los Angeles County prosecutors
wrote in a 37-page report.
Sonji Danise Taylor, 27, was
killed on Dec. 16 on the roof of
St. Vincent’s Medical Center in
Hollywood. Police said she was

threatening her 3-year-old son
with a butcher knife and yelling
“For the love of Jesus!”
Long doused Taylor with pep
per spray and she released her
son, but then allegedly lunged at
police with the knife. Long and
Liedahl opened fire.
A total of nine bullets were
fired, one of them striking her
twice. A coroner’s report found
that seven of the 10 wounds were
in her back.
The Police Department, dis
trict attorney’s office and the FBI
launched investigations but none
resulted in charges or discipli
nary action.

Nixed health reform causes
worry for doctors, public
By Christopher Connell
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The na
tion’s 39 million uninsured aren’t
the only losers from the collapse
of health reform. The high hopes
that many physicians, hospitals
and even insurance companies
had placed in a major overhaul
also have been dashed.
The American Medical As
sociation had lobbied furiously
for special protections to guaran
tee patients’ right to choose their
doctors and to prevent big in
surance companies from a r
bitrarily cutting physicians out
of their networks.
Small businesses dodged a
bullet in helping to kill President
Clinton’s proposal to make all
employers help pay th eir
workers’ premiums. They also
lost a chance to join govern
ment-assisted purchasing pools
to get a better price on the high
premiums many small busi
nesses now pay.
Even before the White House
launched its crusade, teaching
hospitals were worried that belttightening and t'ne shift to
managed care by big insurers
and employers would cost them
patients and revenues.
The academic health centers
would have gotten billions of dol
lars each year in new, earmarked
federal revenues under Senate
M ajo rity L e a d e r G eorge
Mitchell’s plan. The demise of
reform leaves them back at
square one.
The most obvious losers are
the 15 percent of Americans with
no health insurance and the mil
lions more with inadequate
coverage.
Some 81 million Americans
are said to have pre-existing con
ditions that make getting or
keeping insurance a constant
worry.
While Congress had retreated
weeks ago from Clinton’s goal of
guaranteed coverage for every
American, all of the health bills
had promised to curb abusive in
surance company practices and
make it easier for Americans to
stay insured when they changed
jobs or got ill.
Jack Faris, the National
Federation of Independent Busi
nesses’ president, said the
country was well rid of the

employer mandate, but added,
“We wanted market reforms be
cause we know that many smallbusiness owners are paying
higher and higher premiums
under the current system.”
Also lost for now in the health
reform debacle is any tax break
for the self-employed on their in
surance premiums. A 25 percent
deduction expired at the end of
1993. All of the bills would have
expanded it, some to 100 percent.
“We’re as sad as anybody else
to see the process come to this
end,” said Chip Kahn, the Health
In su ra n c e A ssociation of
America’s executive vice presi
dent. Small- to medium-size in
surers had no choice but to
mount their opposition when the
White House “turned off its hear
ing aid” to their concerns, Kahn
said.
“We are still the insurer of
last resort in most states, where
we have to take all comers, as
opposed to our competitors who
have made cherry-picking an art
form,” said Alixe Glen, a Blue
Cross Shield Association vice
president. “Strictly from a busi
ness standpoint, we wanted to
see insurance reform pass very,
very much.”
Some states had hoped that
insurance reform would give
them more flexibility to tax and
regulate big companies whose
self-insured health plans are now
beyond their reach.
Major corporations had
adamantly opposed any move to
weaken the 1974 Employee
Retirement Income Security Act
that exempts them from state
health regulation.
Hospitals lobbied strenuously
against efforts to pay for health
reform by taking $120 million or
more from Medicare over the
next five years.
Now hospitals are faced with
the threat that Congress will
still look to cut Medicare next
year but this time apply the
savings to deficit reduction, not
health needs, said Mike Brom
berg, executive director of the
Federation of American Health
Systems.
“We’re a lot better off without
the Clinton bill, but worse off
without reform,” said Bromberg.
Medicare savings next year may
just “go into the big pit” for
deficit reduction, he said.
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Wealthy son risks inheritance
to wed working-class fiance
Associnted Piess

SANTA ANA — He came from
one of Southern California’s
wealthiest families, and she was
the seventh of nine children from
a working-class suburb of Bos
ton.
His mother opposed the
match, threatening to disown
him and leaving him with the
prospect of losing an inheritance
estimated at somewhere around
$100 million.
Did love conquer all, or a least
a whole lot?
“I always felt that people who
didn’t take a chance on some
thing they believed in were
losers,” said Morton Smith, son
of Orange County land heiress
Joan Irvine Smith.
The 29-year-old securities
broker settled in Huntington
Beach with bride Marianne
Campbell this week, and the
couple talked with a reporter
from the Los Angeles Times after
their Canadian honeymoon.
“I did the right thing as far as
my heart told me,” Smith said.
Joan Irvine Smith, matron of
a family that once owned most of
Orange County, has given mil
lions to UC-Irvine and recently
opened her own museum display
ing California impressionist
paintings.
Each spring, she is host to the
Oaks Classic, a charity equestrian competition at her San
Juan Capistrano ranch. In 1993,
the family was among Forbes’
magazine’s 400 richest.
Morton Smith and others
have estimated his mother’s for
tune at about $500 million. Her
attorney declined to comment on
her will.
“I could not encourage this

marriage,” she said in a prepared
statement. “And I fear that it
may provide a continuing cause
of estrangement of Morton from
the rest of our family.”
Mrs. Smith didn’t attend the
Sept. 16 wedding in Huntington
Beach. Also absent were Mor
ton’s father, Morton Cappy
Smith, and two half-brothers.
M arianne’s parents, An
toinette and James Campbell,
did attend, along with Morton’s
half-sister, Alletta Cooper.
“Marianne’s a fine girl, she’s
well educated and she conducts
herself very well,” said James
Campbell, a retired salesman
from Wilmington, Mass. “I don’t
know what social class is, to tell
you the truth. She has good
morals, and she’s a very good
girl.”
Morton and Marianne met 10
years ago at the University of
Rhode Island, but they had dated
for a while before she learned of
his background.
Now a children’s nurse at
Long Beach Memorial Medical
Center, the bride said her
relationship with M orton’s
mother was rocky from the start.
The day after the two women
met about seven years ago,
Campbell said, Joan Irvine
Smith took her on a chauffeured
shopping spree to Rodeo Drive.
“She didn’t like the way I
dressed. She v;as determined to
get me a whole new wardrobe,"
Campbell said. For years, there
were beautiful gifts. Campbell
was welcomed at Smith’s ranch
and the family farm in Middleburg, Va.
But there were also arguSee INHERITANCE, page 8
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Deion twists his ankle
during 49ers practice
Assaioted P(ea_ _

_________ ______

SANTA CLARA — Comerback Deion Sanders twisted his
left ankle during the San Fran
cisco 49ers’ Wednesday practice,
going down in a heap during a
pass coverage drill.
Sanders, who returned an in
terception 74 yards for a touch
down in Sunday’s 24-13 win over
New Orleans, was taken off the
field in a cart and began treat
ment for the injury.
“I’ve got a little lump in my
stomach right now, or my throat
or whatever. I can’t overreact to
it right now because I don’t know
how bad it is,” San Francisco
coach George Seifert said. “He
went down. He was in pain, ob-

TTWimiLlLA ÍF1U^¥S

viously. We’ll just have to see
how it develops.”
Seifert it probably would take
a day to determine the severity
of the sprain.
“The type of injury is such
that it just takes a day or an eve
ning to go one way or the other.
It’ll either swell up or won’t swell
up,” Seifert said.
The 49ers (3-1) host the
Philadelphia Eagles (2-1) on
Sunday. Sanders, a free agent
who went to the Pro Bowl in
three of five seasons at Atlanta,
joined the 49ers on Sept. 15. He
played in his first game as a
49ers three days later and made
his first start for San Francisco
against the Saints.
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Free Food Buffet
Live Music on the Patio
$1 Margaritas / $4 Pitchers
$l25 Draft Beers
$l25 Well Drinks

WEAPONS: Yeltsin says no m ore deals for Iran
L o c a t e d nex t to the Games A r e a '

that Russia bears the chief
United States in the future,” peacekeeping responsibility over
Yeltsin said.
former Soviet states. “These are
The two leaders were closing our neighbors,” he said heatedly.
their two-day meeting at a din “Yesterday we lived in the same
ner hosted by Yeltsin at the house in the Soviet Union. There
newly opened Russian Embassy.
is no Soviet Union but these
Russia’s arms sales to Iran republics, states — they’re our
have been a thorn in relations blood, right?”
with Washington. A compromise
struck at the summit would not
Clinton agreed that Russia
interrupt the flow of weapons al “plainly does have an interest, a
ready in the pipeline, a senior significant interest, in what hap
administration official said.
pens on its borders and what
Yeltsin announced there happens in countries on its bor
would be no more new arms ders.”
deals. The administration said it
Clinton said Russia should act
did not know how many sub
under
the framework of the
marines and other armaments
will be delivered to Tehran under United Nations “wherever pos
sible and with respect for ter
existing contracts.
Yeltsin defended his assertion ritorial integrity.”
From p a g e 9
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7:30
Col Poly @ University Union
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County Government Center
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S. Higuera St. @ Margarita Ave.
7:56
S. Higuera St. @ Tank Farm Rd. Arr. 7:59
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Save 50% - 80%^pff Publisher's price^||f^^
hundreds of books including discontinued ,
titles, overstock and slightly worn editionsf^'^

M on - Thurs 9am Friday, 9 a m r 3pm

In front of the l>oot<store^
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You'll read it here first
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SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

SALE

T ,

Monday Ocl. 3rd Rack'n'Roll, @ U.U.Ganies Area
8:00pm - Casual
Tuesday Oct. 4th Tri-Tip BBQ, (St Theater Lawn
4:00pm - Casual
Thursday Oct. 6th Slide Show with AO. (^416
Ilathway 7:00pm - Semi-Formal
Saturday Oct. 8th Beach Day, & Port SLO
12:00pm - Casual
Sunday Oct. 9th Interviews, @ TBA
10:00am - Casual
Monday Oct. 10th Smoker,
Monday Club
6:30pm - Semi-Formal
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SlpOoil l^$50ofl<14K;$25off KNC

Order your college ring NOW
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FALL RUSH '94

For More Info and Rides,call 5458126

A D IR T Y C A R I5 A DIRTY S H A M E

^ If service

r, •-

SEPT 26 - 30
10AM - 4PM

«A

CARW ASH

393 Morsh St. w e
(next to certified auto)
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Hey You!
Don't Buzz

alL that glitters e

• BEST DELI S4HJDWICH IN S L O CO. 5 Y E A R S R U N N I N G !
• DELI T R A Y S /MID P A R T Y S U B S A V A I L A B L E
• O V E R 165 IMPORTED A N D MI CR O BR EW ED BEERS
• 6 D I F F E R E N T BEERS ON T A P
• B R O AS TE D C H I C K E N S P E C I A L S
W ITH MOJO POTATOES A N D R A N C H DRE S S IN G
• KEG S A L E S ( C A L L 5 43 -8684 FOR D E T A I L S )

Mustang Daily Coupons

Read
The Daily

BROWN BAG SPECIAL
Reg. sand., bag of chips,
and a 69C soda

We buy used jewelry
A
A
A
A
A
A

Appraisals
Custom Designing
Financing Available
Specializing In Wedding Rings
Jewelry Repair While You Waif
Watch Batteries & Watch Repair

544-4367 T

(avocado & tri-tip excluded)

O N L Y $ 5 .5 0 'n r '

COUPON)

^63^0sosSt^Son^^

Mon. - Sat. 10-5:30 • Closed Sundays
279D M a d o n n a Rd. Plaza • San Luis

Cam pus Clubs

Announcem ents

Greek News

Greek News

‘ GOLF
ASSOC.*
1994-95 Otiicer Recruitment

RECYCLE
MUSTANG DAILY
AT ANY OF OUR SIX CONVENIENT

Rush
PHI DELTA THETA

xn

LOCATIONS; KENNEDY LIBRARY, AG
BRIDGE (BLDG 10) CAMPUS STORE.
THE CELLAR. THE UNIVERSITY
UNION, FISHER SCIENCE.
MUSTANG DAILY...
ONCE AGAIN LEADING THE WAY

4>A0

Contact Craig 782-4753
FUNDRAISING
Choose from 3 ditterent
fundraisers lasting either
3 or 7 days No invest
ment. Earn $$$ lor your
group plus personal cash
bonuses tor yourselt
Call 1-800-932-0528.EX1 65

Greek News

ISA Presents

* RUSH NAK *

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING
All Majors Welcome

JOIN THE DYNASTY
For More Into Call: 543-8023

rO B Z N I X

THURS 929/94 3-201 11 AM
Make a différence in The life
of a Child become A POLY PAL

POLY PALS
ORIENTATION
Chumash UU 204
7:00PM OCT 5

Catch The Jungle Phiver
This Friday
Can t wait to see you there
Love Alpha Phi

Any questions or rides call
Chad Hagen, Rush Chairman 543-6394

GO BETA

ZAE RUSH

RUSH SCHEDULE
MONDAY (OCT 3)
PIZZA FEED & SLIDES
9 THE HOUSE
TUESDAY (OCT 4)
HEAVY L'S NIGHT
BBO 9 THE HOUSE
THURSDAY (OCT 6)
FAMOUS TRI TIP BBQ
9 THE HOUSE
SATURDAY (OCT 8)
BBQ W/KAH
SORORITY
9 THE HOUSE
SUNDAY (OCT 9)
THE SMOKER
INVITE ONLY

ASI

STANDING COMMITTEE AND
EXECUTIVE STAFF COMMITTEE
POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE
Applications in Exec Ottice
UU217A DUE 10/7/94

Announcem ents
20% OFF All Name Brarxl Sunglasses
with Student I D. - RayBan. Revo,
Hobie, BIk Flys, Scotts and more!
THE SEA BARN • AVILA BEACH

Oct 3 Rack N Roll UUGamea BPM
Oct 4 BBQ Theater Lawn 4PM
Oct 6 Slide Show w/AO 7PM
Oct 8 Beach Day Pori SLO 12PM
Oct 9 Interviews TBA
Oct 10 Smoker Mon Club 6;30PM
For more info call 545.-8126

lO E

FALL RUSH ’94

ALL EVENTS 9 6 30PM

IFC
FRATERNITY

50% OFF ALL WOMEN S SWIMWEAR
Poir4 Conception, Raisins. Datty
Tango Rose We Have D-DO suits!
THE SEA BARN • AVILA BEACH 595-2142

R U SH

Fraternity Forum Today
at Dexter Lawn 10am-4pm
RUSH Oct 2-11

CAL POLY CREW

10-3:Monday Night Football 5;30pm 9
The Great Pepperoni
10-4:Slide Show 9 Sandwich Plant 6pm
10-S:BBQ • Mott Gym Lawn
with ALPHA PHI 9 5pm
10-6:Trl-Tip Dinner 9 PHI DELT House
with SIGMA KAPPA 9 6pm
10-7;$Casino NightS 9 the House 6pm
10-8:A Day w/ the PHI'S 9 House 1pm
10-9; Interviews Spm (Invite Only)
10-10; Spaghetti Feed Spm 9 House

THERE IS A DIFFERENCE.
OCT 3 8
MON CAJUN COOKOUT W /IK 6:00PM
TUES PINS & PIZZA IN UU 4;00PM
WED SIG EP SLIDESHOW&BBQ 6:00PM
FRI BROTHERHOOD BBQ 6:00PM
SAT SOFTBALL IN THE SUN W/ KAB
AT CUESTA PARK 12:00PM
SUN SMOKER (INVITE ONLY) 7:00PM
ALL EVENTS ARE AT THE HOUSE
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED
CALL SIG EP HOTLINE 547-1901
FOR RIDES AND INFORMATION

lO E

Orientation Meetings O c\ 4&5th
Bldg 10 Rm 226 7:00pm
For More Into call Erik 541-3246

ENGINEERING STUDENTS.. If you
have the vision ot Leadership
Gel involved with Engineenng
Council & Gain team-building &
Irxlustry networking
Coordirtator Positions open tor
-Engineering Awards Barxtuet
-National Engir>eers Week
-Open House
Apis avt)le in Bdg 13-268, or
at EC meetir>g on Weds,5pm,UU220
Deadline: Oct.7

FALL RUSH ’94
MON 10/3 5PM • SUBS W/A«K

9 1290 FOOTHILL (A<b FIOUSE)
TUES 10/4 7PM - MEX FIESTA W/AOn
9 1617 SANTA ROSA (,\XA FOUSE)
WED 10/5 6PM - TRI-TIP BBQ DINNER
9 1617 SANTA ROSA (AXA HOUSE)
THURS 10/6 7PM • SMOKER/SLIDESHOW
9 SANDWICH PLANT (ON CAMPUS)
SAT 10 8 5PM - CASUAL NIGHT
9 1617 SANTA ROSA (.VXA HOUSE)
RIDES/INFO 545-8037/541-5251

TAU KAPPA
EPSILON

RE-COLONIZATION-BE A FOUNDING
FATHER! FIND OUT MORE INFO
SEPT 28,29,30 12-2PM UU218
Welcome

Alpha Alphas

\<t> is so excited tö have yoi

Sigm a Pi
Fall Rush ’94

SUN TRI-TIP BBQ MOTT GYM 4 30pm
MON Pool, Pins & Pis UU Games 6pm
TUES i n Pizza Feed Great Pep 6pm
WED Sandwich Feast Osos St Subs 6pm

For Sale
•1988 YAMAHA 125 4500 Mi Windshid
Saddle Bags, Red, Very Clean! $950
*1970 Chevy Pick-Up 1 5 Ion
Longbed, 400 engine $1650
‘ Utility trailer 8 x 8 5' tilt-bed
w/ tailgate, siderails 24* $575
Call 438-3370 • Jim or Judie

W anted
WANTED HP11C/15C CALCULATOR
♦/• MAN 756-1147/543-1895 WALT

Services
Math tutor All levels 100-500
courses Telephone 528-0625
SCHOLARSHIP MATCHING SERVICE Use
Private, Corporate Database to
Match Clients Call Debbie 238-1546

SCORE MORE!!
GMAT 72 Pts
GRE214 Pts
LSAT 7.5 Pts

PRINCETON REVIEW (805)995-0176

Opportunities
It! CAUTION l!l
Make No Investments Or Provide
Banking or Credit Intormation
Without Investigatmg Advertisements
In The Opporturvties Section

Lost & Found
FOUND
CAR KEYS
AT MONTANA DE ORO (STATE BEACH)
CALL TODD 528-5869
SMALL KITTEN FOUND.9/18 ON
CAMPUS 3-4 MOS OLD FRIENDLY
AND ADORABLE CALL TO CLAIM
543-5078

Em ploym ent
CRU'SE SHIPS NOW HIRING-Earn up
;o $2,000+/monlh working on
Cruise Ships or Larnl-Tour
companies World travel Seasonal
& FulFTime employment available
No experience necessary For
more iniormation call
1-206-634-Ü468 Ext C60051
DREAM JOB-TEACH TRAFFIC SCHOOL'
$9/HR We train No exp Nec Upbeat.Outgoing Only' DramaTeach
mg exp Prêt call (800)966-8373
Employment Opportunity
Paso Robles CA ‘ Flextile Hrs*
$6 hr Call Don 9 238-3400
HOUSEHOLD HELP
In exchange tor a tree Apt
near campus. Available in Doc
a married couple or 2 students
544-0200 even only

INTERNSHIP!!!!
Seastrand lor Congress
Work with big names m
Republican Politics
Part & lull time Paid & Unpaid
No Exp Nec Call 546-9533

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT-Makt
up to $2.000-$4.000./mo teaching
basic conversational English
abroad Japan. Taiwan, and S
Korea Many employers provide
room & board . other benelits
No teachmg backgrourvl or Asian
languages required For more
inlormalion caH (206) 632-1146
Ext J60051
SKI RESORT JOBS-Hirmg lor many
positions lor wmler quarter
OVER 15,000 openingsIFor more
intormation call (206)634-0469
Ext V60051

EASY MONEY

Corp / Private Sector Grants
YOU ARE ELIGIBLE FOR $1000
No GPA/Financial Need Required
Unlike Loan • No Payback Req
No Risk-Money Back Guarantee
FOR INFO 1(800) 73 GRANT

WANTED MANUAL LABOR PART TIME
$4 25/HR PICK
UP APPLICATION AT
THE EQUINE CENTER
"N O PHONE CALLS PLEASE"

Rental Housing
Ut ^AO^.' ^ TWMS K\QE
I V t SOT
TV ÇU0VC

I Ut'S C^^ALV^K.'
AMMlMG, GREAT
OH, HE'S TWE ONE T m HOU'D
L\^E TO MEET
HES THE OHE Y^HO JUST CAKT
3E BEAT.'
HE'S CAAALV\t4.' la da TA
V DA DAAAAA '
.
FV
______ ; ^

\

STUMBLING DISTANCE TO CAL POLY
2 GIANT BEDROOMS. 2 FULL BATHS
CEDAR CREEK CONDOS 544-5370

Mopeds & Cycles
1990 YAMAHA ZUMA II SCOOTER
Like new' Less than 500 miles
Blue $850/t)est otter 473-0848

Homes for Sale
FREE LIST of all HOUSES & CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO Farrell Smyth R E
Steve Nelson***543-8370"‘
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• EMBl'ZZLEMENT: ASI employees tipped Public Safety to possible misappropriation- of money after noticing discrepancies
According to a Public Safety
report released Wednesday, the
“scope and complexity of the
methods used to acquire the
funds indicated a high level of
criminal sophistication.”
Pierce allegedly carried out
the em bezzlem ent despite
regular audits by outside ac
counting firms and ASI, the
report stated.
Kennedy said Public Safety is
requesting th a t Pierce be
charged with grand theft from an
employer, a felony.

student club accounts.
Documents relating to the
case were allgedly retrieved at
Pierce’s home after a search
warrant was served Sept. 2,
Mitchell said.
Public Safety officials said
they believe Pierce did not act
alone.
A second search warrant was
served at an undisclosed location
on Sept. 15, Kennedy said. He
added that the department is
still searching for documents at
that location.

From page 1

in this. This person was a very
dear friend and (the investiga
tion) was a shock to the
employees of ASI,” he said.
Public Safety first learned of a
possible misappropriation of ASI
funds in May when ASI
employees tipped police after
noticing discrepancies in the
books.
Pierce had access to all of
ASI’s accounts, Mitchell said, but
he added nothing was taken from

\

"One of the things we are insisting upon is restitution. We wont to
try to recover the students' money.

"

Mike Kennedy
Public safety investigator

“One of the things we are insisting upon is restitution,” Ken
nedy said. “We want to try to
recover the students’ money.”
Anyone

regarding suspicious handling of
money within ASI is urged to
contact Investigator Mike Ken
nedy or Investigator Ray Barrett
of Cal Poly Public Safety Ser
vices at 756-2281.

_—
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information

STORM; Wild, unusual w eather struck San Luis Obispo County yesterday — causing delays, puddles and traffic mavliem
From page

The CUP also had no reports of
any slides.
On campus, problems were
minimal during the morning
hours. However, lightning struck
a spot on campus shortly before
10 a.m.
“It would appear there was a
lighting strike near North
Perimeter Road by Ag Circle,”
said Director of Public Safety Joe
Risser.
“There was a significant
amount oi electricity,” Risser
said. “And it messed up our
alarm reporting system a little.

“They’re being very careful
(with the lightning) at the PAC,”
said Risser. “I understand the
crane is on the ground.”
Though there were patches of
standing water around campus,
Public Safety had received no
reports of flooding as of press
time Wednesday.
Students had mixed reactions
to the rain, although some were
less amused by the challenges of
staying di'y.
“I didn’t come to California for
rain,” said electrical engineer
junior Eors Revesz. “If I wanted
it to rain, I would have stayed in
New York.”

" I didn't expect the rain, but it's
pretty cooL I have to figure out
where oil the halls go here to
stay out of the rain. "
Rick Gonzalez
Social science senior

but everything is OK.”
The only precautions against
lighting strikes were taken at
the constnaction site for the new
Performing Arts Center (PAC),
Risser said.

" I didn't come to California for
the rain. If I wanted it to rain, I
would have stayed in New
Y o rk ."
Eors Revesz

typical winter pattern, which is
unusual for this time of year.
More than two inches of rain
were reported on Cuesta Ridge.
San Luis Airport reported 1.8 in
ches and areas of the Highway

"It's not a fun walk from the

Electrical engineering junior dorms when it's raining. "

Anna Dachenhaus
Speech communication fresh
man Anna Dachenhaus agreed.
“It’s not a fun walk from the
dorms when it’s raining.” A Na
tional Weather Service spokes
man said the storm looked like a

Speech communication freshman

41 fire received up to three in
ches, according to figures from
the weather service.

Arc you trying to attract more Cal Poly students to your business?
------------------ Advertise in the Mustang Daily.
Call 756-1143 for rates and more information.
BRAVO E N T E R T A IN M E N T & K-BEAR P R E S E N T S

Delta Sigma Phi

I»

Trullo Grac

S I S DAY,
OCTOBER 2

I I - A m KING

FISHBONEII

AND

\fO\DAY,
OCTOBERJ

EBBnmiw/ the

m i :m d i :r s o i -

Ili li|i itiu.) .V ii.ip Miimiiiie
Meet at the House
5:30 p.m.

w n i l zoo Ki:CX)KDING AK I IS I S
SPAD E G H ETTO D ESTR U C TIO N

FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 7

W ednesday, O cto b er 5 ,1 9 9 4
S LO B rew ing Co. 1119 G arden St.

A Simple Church That Believes:
• In The Lord Jesus Christ
• The Bible Is God's Word G«n«ra
• People Count

Hospitd

9L
Steve Rianda 549-9839

Concert By Dennis Agaianian
"World's fastest Guitarist"
Oct. 9th 6 p.m.
House Boat Retreat
Oct. 14-16

Wednasday Night
Bible Study
13Ó4 San Marcos Ct.

Chrveh Of Tlw Nazaraiw
3396 Johnson

Johnson Av*.

Church Services:
• Sunday Morning 9:00 am
and College 10:30 am
____
• Sunday Evenings 6:00 pm
Hospital
College Bible Study:
Wednesday N ight 7:00 pm
(1364) San Marcos Court.)

Unity
Augusta St.
—Bishop St.

For More Information Call the Church at 543-3192.

SATIRDAY,] ,
OCTOBER a\

SLSDAY,
OCTOBER 9

.No OfTicial
Event
I

Q ^ ^ Q l in v i t e onlv)
Formal Event
6:00 p.m.

For Rides. Please Call
House Phone 543-9818

1he sluiw will .start at 10 p.in. rickcLs tire S12.(X) and available at Big
Musie ;ui(J B(K) Bih) Reeords only in SLO only. I here will only be 22.5
advanee tiekets avtiilable. Additioiuil liekeLs may be purehttsed at Uie
diHtr as eapaeity allow.s. 21 and over only. Info: .545-032.5

oLtUNonoir'e^n^

H o u s e D in iie i

'
6:00 p.m.
' (no ofTicial event)

M n i i .i l o ie t .o il

at Che House
5:30 p.m.

FREE PICKUP
8:30 am In Front of
Vista Grande
Oct. 2nd, 9th.

6:00 p.m.
(no ofneial event)

THLRSDAY,
OCTOBER 6

FU N K A D E LIC , PARLIAMENT,
W E A P O N OF CH O IC E. THE
S O U L S O N IC S , & PLUM

II s lliii'j \

lloiiM - D in iu 'i'

at the House • Pittsburgh vs.
Houston 5:00 p.m.

WEDSESDAY,
OCTOBER 5

's u m o

TIESDAY,
OCTOBER 4

M iiim I;is N it;lit I o tilliiill .V

Bro's at the House |
6:00 p.m.
I

THE BRAND NEW HEAVIES,

SLO

25
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